When writing mathematical formulas in LaTeX, only the presentation information about the formulas is kept. LaTeX itself does not hold semantic information about the mathematical operations used in the documents.

LaTeX is created to fix that - it is a command-line application that takes in a LaTeX document as an input and outputs machine-readable mathematical formulas which also contain the mathematical meaning behind the operations.

LaTeX was written as a base for other applications. Using the output formulas it is easy to create programs that perform type or style-checking, find free variables, perform logical equivalency checking and so forth.

LaTeX was also written with the idea that no math operation should be hardcoded. Instead, the user provides the operations beforehand using a specific declare macro. An example document is to the right with the macros highlighted.

The program then uses fuzzy parsing to eliminate any unnecessary text and keep only the key components.

Then, for each formula, a context-free grammar is created. This is used to generate an ANTLR parser which is then compiled and loaded back into the program.

The formula string is then parsed using the generated parser. The resulting parse tree is translated into an OpenMath tree. OpenMath is one of the most common standards of mathematical formula representation. The result is then output as either Popcorn or XML.